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If there is one city that Scarlett Bernard hates, itâ€™s Las Vegas. But when the cardinal vampire of

Los Angeles convinces her to go investigate a new vampire-themed stage show, Scarlett quickly

finds herself shoulder-deep in sequins, slot machines, and Old World intrigue.The showâ€™s

creators are vampire celebrities Arthur and Lucy Holmwood, who once inspired characters from the

original Dracula. Now, however, they have no qualms about announcing their true status to the

human world, endangering the secrecy of the Old World and Scarlettâ€™s mission to keep it

hidden.But before she can begin untangling the Holmwoodsâ€™ motives, Scarlett also discovers

that their new production has attracted more than just fans: Las Vegasâ€™s many vampires are

suddenly disappearing, and rumors are flying that actual vampire hunters may have followed Arthur

and Lucy to town.Now, without her allies, her bargest, or her frequent partner Jesse Cruz, Scarlett

must navigate a new underworld of secrets and murders in a city where nothing is ever as it seems.

And the stakes have never been higher.
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This was one fantastic Ride! Scarlett was more magnificent than ever. More put together, yet more

vulnerable than ever. More of everything we've come to love about her! About 1/2 to 2/3rds of the

way through my heart nearly dropped out of my chest and I began to worry about whether Scarlett

was going to make it out of this book or not... when I read the last words, I was stunned, to say the

least! The ending made perfect sense, as controversial as it might seem to some. I can't wait to see

how things happen Next!Drat I have to wait until lord knows when to see Scarlett again! How will I

survive, grrrr...?

I love Scarlett! She ends up with the craziest problems. Her job is cleaning up supernatural messes

so normal folks don't find out about the other beings out there. Scarlett is a null which means magic

doesn't work against her or even near her. Vampires & werewolves turn back into humans. Now her

vampire boss wants her to investigate a new Vegas show being put on by actual vampires. No one

believes that's what is actually going on but the potential is there so off she goes (reluctantly). This

is another good story by Melissa Olson. Love, love this series!

Wow! Wish I could give this ten stars! Wish this books was twice as long as it was, just because I

didn't want it to end. So exciting! Hard to believe I became so trapped in this story that I began

reading at lunch, listen to the audible version all afternoon at work, then listened while driving home

and immediately began reading and listening once home until the last sentence. It is a wonderful

story that's very well written. You gotta listen too. The narration is excellent. It brings the story to life.

It's just excellent.

Vampires are going missing in Vegas, and when one of Dashielle's disappears while checking out a

"Vampire" show, Scarlet is coerced into going to Vegas to check if they are exposing them to the

world. An old grievance, a surprising meeting of a friend, more vampires are vanishing every week.

Fast paced, action filled, witty dialog, great worldbuilding. An addictive well written series with a

slam bang cliffhanger. Goosebumps, yah. I voluntarily reviewed an ARC for Netgalley.

Scarlett cleans up other worldly messes but sometimes she feels like she is the mess! Coerced into

flying to Las Vegas, which she hates (coercion and Vegas), she is caught up in a vampire genocide

plot that threatens to start a war. Ever pulling for the seemingly lost cause, Scarlett meets up with an



old friend who is also a null but she is thrown a surprise. Vampires, witches, humans,

Vegas...shouldn't two nulls make a positive result? Read and see!

I hate long plot synopsis spoiler reviews, so this will be brief and to the point. Read every old world

book, they are all awesome and this one is possibly thee best. It most definitely shows Ms Olson's

increasing skill and writing maturity. This book has more confidence and is more daring than the

other scarlett books have had since the first one. Her setting is richa consistent and feels 'real'. In

summary, buy all her books and enjoy reading them, i know i did.

I was a little nervous reading the description for this book. Scarlett was leaving for friends and dog

behind to do some work. But it was a great story. Loved how many characters were tied in to this

book. Lex, Sashi, Jameson, ect...and some new ones. The ending was a bit of a shocker and I am

really looking forward to the follow to this series.

I was very excited for this book and I was not disappointed, Ms. Olson has written another

spellbinding book in the Scarlett series. Set in Las Vegas Scarlett is to go see a vampire show that

has some suspicious events happening around it. When she gets there she finds it more dangerous

than she thought. I love this series and cannot wait for the next book.
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